
THE WORLD’S LARGEST SELECTION OF TRUCK BED COVERS

PRODUCT CATALOG

https://www.carid.com/tonneau-covers.html


Ultra Low Profile Roll-Up Cover Quickest, Easiest Roll-Up Cover

Heavy-Duty Hinged Cover        Snapless Style with Rotating Tail Rail

Works with Your Existing Toolbox

America’s Original Truck Bed Cover The Bold, All Black Cover

Hard Tri-Folding Cover with Front Panel Access
ENCORE TONNO

Soft Tri-Folding Truck Bed Cover
TRIFECTA 2.0

Soft Tri-Folding Cover with Full Bed Utility
e-MAX TONNO

FULLTILT / TUFF TONNO

REVOLUTION / EXPRESS

TOOLBOX  TRUCK BED COVER

CLASSIC PLATINUM/BLACKMAX

Next Generation Hard Folding Truck Bed Cover
SOLID FOLD 2.0

ALL 
NEW!

“EXTANG ENGINEERED” MEANS SOMETHING
Extang Engineered - it really means something and it’s who we are. It began when our  
values and integrity met bold engineering excellence. A product that is so well designed, 
and built to such demanding exact standards, that it performs beyond the truck owner’s  
highest expectations. Engineering is at the heart of why Extang has the most complete  
offering of truck bed covers in North America. Extang holds more patents than any other  
truck accessories company. We’ve perfected nearly every aspect of the truck bed cover  
and we refuse to leave well enough alone!

A SMART INVESTMENT
Studies show the average truck owner drives 18,000 miles per year. At 15 mpg that comes 
to 1,200 gallons of gas. At a minimum 10% savings you would save around 120 gallons of  
gas a year. You can see why it wouldn’t take too many months to have your new truck bed  
cover pay for itself. 

There are conservatively 850,000 Extang truck bed covers on the road everyday and based  
on the average gas savings, Extang covers save America 102 million gallons of gas per 
year or approximately.
Savings may vary and are not guaranteed.

INDUSTRY’S BEST WARRANTY
We care about you and how much you love your truck. Extang’s Maximum Strength 
Warranty has you covered longer than most truck owners will own their trucks. 

https://www.carid.com/extang/


AMERICA’S BEST SELLING SOFT  
TRI-FOLDING TRUCK BED COVER

TRIFECTA 2.0
NEW

92000 series
94000 Signature Series

Toolbox application 
93000 series

ALSO AVAILABLE

SIMPLE TO USE
Open your tailgate, release our new EZ-Lock Clamps,
and fold to cab. Our re-engineered EZ-Lock Clamps  
retain Extang’s exclusive spring tension system, but  
now require less physical effort and provide added  
security with revolutionary locking technology.

EASY TO INSTALL
Simply square up your Trifecta 2.0 on your truck bed and 
use our new Extang Engineered clamping system to 
attach in seconds. No drilling, no rails, no stress! Installs 
in less time than it takes to remove it from the box! The 
most user friendly truck bed cover on the market.

HIGH-END APPEARANCE
Trifecta 2.0 has a new smooth, clean, and lower profile 
lines with less stitching. The tarp-tuck integrated corners 
help keep tarp tension across your entire cover. The heavy 
duty, leather grained fabric has been tested to withstand 
the harshest freeze and heat conditions.
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Extang’s Trifecta 2.0 Signature 
Series tri-fold cover has all the 
features of the Trifecta, but with 
a premium canvas tarp.



NEXT GENERATION HARD FOLDING COVER

SOLID FOLD 2.0

83000 series

Toolbox application 
84000 series

OEM MATTE FINISH
The Solid Fold 2.0 features a black matte finish and 
textured powder coated aluminum panel frames and 
hinges for extra wear resistance and protection.

EZ-LOCK CLAMP
Rear tail section clamps operate with spring action handle 
for instant fasten and release. Clamps conveniently stow 
away when not in use with the new flush pocket design.

EXTANG ENGINEERED
Lightweight 1” thick panels made of automotive grade 
high-strength thermoplastic skins with polypropylene core 
for the ultimate in dent resistance. They’re cool to touch on 
hot days and will not fade or break down under heat load.
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Solid Fold 2.0 has been engineered 
from the inside out and features a 
stylish OEM black matte finish. The 
integrated snap-on seals provide 
the ultimate in weather tight 
protection. Entirely self-contained 
and requires no tools or assembly. 
No nonsense install! 

The Extang Solid Fold 2.0s easy 
operation also makes securing 
your cargo as effortless as possible. 
Simply close the cover and lock 
your tailgate for reliable security.



HARD TRI-FOLDING COVER 
WITH FRONT PANEL ACCESS

ENCORE TONNO

62000 series

EXTANGTUFF DESIGN
EnCore is engineered to resist dents and scratches, and 
features the only 1-inch aluminum frame with a powder coated 
finish and rubber corners. Extang’s exclusively designed panels 
feature industry exclusive TPO skins paired with a polypropylene 
core for a superior alternative to the traditional aluminum panel.

MORE VERSATILITY
The first 3-panel hard folding cover that offers access to the 
truck bed from openings at both the front cab and the rear 
panel. The EnCore can also be fully removed in seconds.
(Do not operate vehicle with front panel open)

ULTIMATE PROTECTION
Featuring BOLT® lock: breakthrough one-key technology. 
Front panel lock codes match your ignition key.  
(Available on most models)
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Our low profile, hard panel tri-fold 
offers easy access from both the  
front and rear of your truck bed.  
The EnCore is self-positioning for 
easy installation.  The self-latching 
rear latches along with the factory 
tailgate lock provide locking security. 
Wide opening front panel provides 
access to front half of bed and can 
be locked using your ignition key 
featuring BOLT®, one-key lock 
technology. Our new OEM matte 
finish gives the EnCore a high end, 
straight from the factory look.



SOFT TRI-FOLDING COVER 
WITH FULL BED UTILITY

e-MAX
TONNO

72000 series

UNCOMPLICATED CONVENIENCE
e-MAX Tonno is the only soft-folding cover that folds 
up at the front of the truck bed to offer more bed  
utility than any other folding cover.

RELIABLE SECURITY
e-MAX Tonno uses our exclusive Secure Shut latching 
system to keep the cargo protected. Spring action rear 
SpeedKlamps for instant fasten and release.

DEPENDABLE QUALITY
e-MAX Tonno, like all Extang products, is proudly made 
in the USA with the best materials and attention to 
detail. We back our work with a Maximum Strength 
Lifetime Warranty.
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Extang has re-engineered  
our best selling soft tri-fold  
cover to work in ways it never 
has before. The e-MAX Tonno  
includes all the great Trifecta  
features plus it folds up to  
the cab at a 90 degree angle. 

e-MAX grants you full bed  
utility without removing the  
cover, allowing you to haul  
anything such as motorcycles, 
ATVs and big box appliances.



ULTRA LOW PROFILE ROLL-UP TRUCK BED COVER

TONNO

QUICKEST, EASIEST ROLL-UP COVER

EXPRESS
REVOLUTION

REVOLUTIONARY BOW DESIGN
Spring-loaded bows rest in rail system 
and provide horizontal tarp tension. 
Bows conveniently roll-up within tarp 
when cover is not in use.

MULTI-DIRECTIONAL TENSION
Keeps tarp tight and looking great. 
Double latch system and spring-
loaded bows work together to 
provide a great fit in any climate.

LOW PROFILE DESIGN
The Revolution has no snaps and 

no hook and loop fastener®.  Its flat, 
ultra low profile provides a stylish 
near flush fit.

54000 series

BOWS ROLL UP WITH TARP
Heavy-duty bows are pre-positioned 
and conveniently roll up in the tarp 
for easy storage in one quick step.

FULL USE OF TRUCK BED
Low profile clamps and unique side 
rail design keeps clamps hidden out 
of the way for full truck bed usage.

PERFECT IN ANY CLIMATE
Automatic, self adjusting tension 
system keeps tarp taught and 
looking great in all weather 
conditions.

The Revolution Tonno is the ultimate in style and 
innovation. This revolutionary truck bed cover 
features a groundbreaking roll up design with no 
snaps or hook and loop fastener! Extang Engineered 
for convenience in all weather conditions.

50000 series

Toolbox application
60000 series

The Extang Express Tonno is made with speed 
and ease in mind. It is engineered with exclusive 
features that provide instant truck bed protection 
with top-notch looks and superior performance.   
The Express Tonno is the most convenient and  
easy to use roll-up style tonno in the industry. 
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HEAVY-DUTY HINGED SOFT COVER

SNAPLESS STYLE WITH ROTATING  TAIL RAIL

TUFF TONNOFULLTILT

FAST AND EASY REMOVAL
Gas shocks are designed to be 
easily removed by hand using a  
ball and joint snap release. No  
tools needed. Leave your truck  
bed cover at home within seconds.

SNAP OR SNAPLESS STYLES 
Two great looks to choose from, 
the FullTilt cover is available in a 
smooth-edge snapless (like our  
Tuff Tonno) or classic snap style 
(like our Classic Platinum).

FULL USE OF TRUCK BED
No obstructions. Hinged at cab rail 
for FullTilt action. Gull-wing latches 
secure cover without restricting 
cargo space. FullTilt also rolls up  
from the tail and stores at the cab.

NO DRILL, EASY INSTALL
Vehicle specific for a perfect fit. 
Clamps offer two bow height 
positions: HIGH for performance 
and improved gas mileage, LOW 
for sporty look and cold weather 
attachment.

SHARPEST LOOKING &
STRONGEST MADE
Our J45 “peel & seal” No-snaps 
edge is the worlds strongest tarp 
attachment. The sharp looking 
design gives you a snapless, clean 
and smooth edge.

PRE-ATTACHED TARP IS
SIMPLE TO USE
TuffTonno tarp is pre-attached to 
tail rail for a quick open or close. 
Rail easily rolls up inside tarp when 
securing at the cab for bulk hauling.
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Snaps: 8000 series
Snapless: 38000 series

Toolbox application
Snaps: 42000 series

Snapless: 40000 series

The FullTilt is a heavy duty, hinged truck bed cover that 
is as easy to use. Designed to be able to be removed by 
one person, without tools in just moments. The FullTilt 
can be rolled up to the cab for carrying large cargo, 
or can be completely removed. The gas shocks are 
designed for easy removal, by hand, using a ball joint 
snap release. No tools required! 

14000 seriesThe Tuff Tonno features smooth edges with tarp-
tightening rotating rear rail and spring loaded 
bows. The rotating rear-end rail is engineered for 
an easier fit and tighter look. Get a clean, smooth 
look with the world’s strongest tarp attachment 
peel and seal strip edging system.
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7000 series

Toolbox application 
32000 series

The Classic Platinum is the ultimate quality choice 
when nothing but premium metal components 
will do. The Classic Platinum offers fast and easy 
access to the truck bed & cargo by simply dropping 
the tailgate or by rolling up the tarp. Exclusive and 
patented all-climate tarp design that’s fully adjustable 
4 ways for easy use in cold weather. 

2000 seriesBlackMax for when sleek, solid black is the bold good 
look you want. Constructed of all black powder-coated 
framing, black spring-lock bows and vinyl tarp, this 
cover is stylish while allowing for easy access to your 
truck bed. The 4-way adjustable fiberglass reinforced 
snaps hold up in all weather conditions.

THE BOLD, ALL BLACK COVER

AMERICA’S ORIGINAL TRUCK BED COVER

TUFFKLAMPS: NO DRILL,
EASY INSTALL
Vehicle specific for a perfect fit. 
Clamps offer two bow height 
positions: HIGH for performance 
and improved gas mileage, LOW 
for a sporty look and cold weather 
climates.

GREAT LOOKS. GREAT FIT.
LONG TARP LIFE.
All Classic Platinums are perfectly 
sewn with special anti-curl corners. 
Thick polymer backing around  
the perimeter provides a long  
durable tarp life.

ENGINEERED FOR ALL CLIMATES
Extang makes the only 4-way fully 
adjustable tonneaus that work well 
in both hot and cold climates. Simply 
position snaps at the appropriate 
weather setting for a perfect fit.

QUICK LOAD AT CAB RAIL
An exclusive BlackMax feature. 
Snaps along cab rail for quick and 
easy loading at the front of your 
truck bed. It’s fast and convenient.

MONSTER BOWS
Spring loaded for the fastest on & 
off. Bows stay in place while driving 
and loading. Wide flat design allows 
for maximum strength plus a great 
looking tarp surface.

SOLID BLACK FRAME
Go with BlackMax when the look 
of solid black is what you want. 
It features heavy-duty rich black 
anodized rails and bows - a great  
look when the tarp is rolled up.

BLACKMAX
CLASSIC PLATINUM



TRIFECTA 2.0 
SHOWN

TO O L B OX
 TRUCK BED COVER

COVERS  
AVAILABLE
TRIFECTA 2.0 
93000 series 

SOLID FOLD 2.0 
84000 series 

EXPRESS  
60000 series

CLASSIC PLATINUM 
32000 series

FITS WITH EXISTING TOOLBOX
Toolbox tonneaus fit most standard 18-20” size 
toolboxes. The Classic Platinum can be custom cut  
to accommodate most non-standard size toolboxes.

TRI-FOLD CLAMPS: 
Extang’s tri-fold tool box applications include a T-handle 
clamp to secure the L-channel for quick cover removal 
and reinstall.

L-CHANNEL: PERFECT FIT
Patented L-channel design and adjustable sealing 
system easily bridges the toolbox-to-tonneau gap  
for a perfect fit and rain drainage.
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ACCESSORIES

MOUNTS TO YOUR
EXTANG TONNEAU!
The e-LIGHT 500 is an all-new 
revolutionary lighting system 
that fully illuminates the entire 
bed of your truck with ease. 
Universal in nature, the e-LIGHT 
500 has been designed to work 
from any location inside the 
truck bed, and can be recharged 
on the go. 

COUNTERTOP DISPLAY
Carton opens into a colorful 
graphic self-standing display. 
Stocked with six e-LIGHT 500s.

Part #415 for 1
Part #415-6 for 6 pack

ILLUMINATES ENTIRE TRUCK BED
Eight high intensity LED units with 
six bulbs each and one control 
switch. The strategic under bed rail 
placement keeps the lights well 
protected from shifting cargo.

Part # 315 for 1
Part # 315-4 for 4 pack

RECHARGEABLE
TRUCK BED
UTILITY LIGHT

500+ LUMENS

MAXSEAL TAILGATE SEAL
Keeps dust, rain and snow 
out of truck bed. Creates a  
tight seal along sides and 
bottom of your tailgate.

UNIVERSAL FIT
Can be used with any style  
truck bed cover and on all truck 
makes and models.

EASY INSTALL
Straightforward do-it-yourself 
installation. Just cut, peel and 
stick. 

Part #1140 for 1
Part #1140-12 for 12 pack

PROTECT YOUR  
TONNEAU FOR LIFE
Quickly cleans, beautifies and 
protects in one easy step. Made 
with a powerful UV protectant. 
Tonno Tonic can be used on any 
vinyl, rubber, fiberglass, plastic, 
or leather surface. Does an 
outstanding job on tires and  
will not harm alloy wheels.

COUNTERTOP DISPLAY
Carton opens into a colorful 
graphic self-standing display. 
Stocked with six 16 oz. bottles.

UNIVERSAL FIT
Fully compatible with all makes 
and models of pickup trucks. 
(12-volt connection required)

QUICK INSTALL
A simple and easy installation, 
from start to finish in less than 
30 minutes.

BedRug is a pioneer and industry 
leader in the development and 
manufacturing of molded, closed-
cell polypropylene foam bed 
liners. Bed liners protect the truck 
bed from daily wear-and-tear and 
improve the vehicle’s general 
appearance and utility, extending 
the useful life and resale value of 
the truck. 

RECOMMENDED 
BY EXTANG

Part #1181 for 1
Part #1181-6 for 6 pack

AVAILABLE IN
BedRug, BedTred Ultra 

& BedRug Mat
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COVER COMPARISON

Exclusive 
Features

Warranty

Composition

Security

Installation

Cover Style

Mounting

Easy to install

Simple to use high- 
end appearance 
with clean, smooth, 
low profile design 
and heavy duty, 
leather grained vinyl

Newly engineered 
clamping system

Snap-on seals for 
ultimate weather 
resistance

Leather grained 
vinyl, aircraft 
grade aluminum 
frame, composite 
components

Rear locking via  
OE Tailgate, 
cover can only 
be opened when 
tailgate is down

No drill installation, 
front Jaw-Grip 
Clamp, rear  
EZ-Lock Clamp

Lifetime

Soft Tri-Fold

Top

TRIFECTA 2.0

OEM matte finish

Lightweight 1”  
thick panels 
providing 500lbs. 
capacity

Dent and fade 
resistant TPO panels 

Snap-on seals for 
ultimate weather 
resistance 

Completely self 
contained

Leather grained 
vinyl, aircraft 
grade aluminum 
frame, composite 
components

Rear locking via  
OE Tailgate, 
cover can only 
be opened when 
tailgate is down

No drill installation, 
front Jaw-Grip 
Clamp, rear  
EZ-Lock Clamp

3 Years

Hard Tri Fold

Top

SOLID FOLD 2.0

OEM matte finish

The only 3-panel 
hard folding cover 
that offers access to 
the truck bed at both 
the front and rear 
panels

Bolt® Lock one-key 
technology

Low profile design

Dent and fade 
resistant TPO panels

TPO panels, 
aluminum frame, 
composite 
components

Front panel Bolt® 
Lock Technology

Rear locking via 
OE Tailgate

Clamp on rails

3 Years

Hard Tri-Fold

Rail

ENCORE TONNO

The only soft-
folding cover  
that folds up at  
the front of the 
truck bed granting 
full bed access 
without removing 
the cover

SpeedKlamps, 
WeatherTuff Seals, 
and the strongest 
tri-folding frame

Soft Tri-Fold

Vinyl cover, 
aluminum frame, 
composite 
components

Rear locking via  
OE Tailgate, 
cover can only 
be opened when 
tailgate is down

No drill installation, 
front T-handle 
clamp, rear  
speed clamp

Rail

Lifetime

E-MAX TONNO

AVAILABLE MATERIALS

z Leather grained vinyl
z Found on Trifecta 2.0, 

e-MAX, Revolution and
Expres

SEMI-GLOSS FINISH

Exclusive 
Features

Warranty

Composition

Security

Installation

Cover Style

Mounting

Easy cab rail 
removal

Lifetime

REVOLUTION

Soft Rolling

Vinyl cover, 
aluminum frame, 
composite 
components

Rail

Clamp on rails

Rear locking via 
OE Tailgate

Revolutionary bow 
design eliminates 
hook and loop 
fastener
Lowest profile roll 
up on the market

4 way tension 
control via spring-
loaded bows and 
dual rail springs

Heavy-duty bows 
roll up within 
the tarp for easy 
storage in one 
quick step

Automatic, self- 
adjusting tension

Quick one finger 
release levers

Vinyl cover, 
aluminum frame, 
composite 
components

Rear locking via 
OE Tailgate

Clamp on rails

Lifetime

Soft Rolling

Rail

EXPRESS

Top mount 
snap design

4 way weather 
adjustable snaps

Weather adjustable 
bows

Vinyl cover, 
aluminum frame, 
composite 
components

Rear locking via 
OE Tailgate

Clamp on rails, 
some frame 
assembly required

10 year tarp, 
Lifetime Frame

Traditional Snap

Top

FULLTILT

Top mount 
snap design

4 way weather 
adjustable snaps 

Weather adjustable 
bows

Black frame

Composite snaps

Access to front 
of bed

Traditional Snap

Vinyl cover, 
aluminum frame, 
composite 
components

Rear locking via 
OE Tailgate

Clamp on rails, 
some frame 
assembly required

Rail

10 year tarp, 
Lifetime Frame

BLACKMAX

c

MOUNTING OPTIONS

z Flat, low-gloss with grained 
texture Thermoplastic

z Found on Encore and 
Solid Fold 2.0

MATTE TPO FINISH

z Ultra-black low-gloss fabric
z Premium fabric upgrade 

found on Trifecta 2.0 
 Signature

MATTE FABRIC FINISH

z Traditional Cover Vinyl
z Found on all Snap and 
 Snapless Style covers

HIGH-GLOSS FINISH

z Trifecta 2.0, Solid Fold 2.0 and 
e-MAX mount on the top of your
truck’s bed

z Quickest install as well as removal

z Found EnCore and Revolution
z Pinch clamps included – 

no drilling required into 
sheet metal

z Used on our Snap and Snapless 
style covers

z Aluminum frame is clamped to the  
top of the truck bed

TOP FRAME MOUNTINSIDE RAIL MOUNTTOP RAIL MOUNT
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SOLID FOLD 2.0TRIFECTA 2.0

ENCORE e-MAX  

Proudly Manufacturing America’s 
Best Truck Bed Covers for over 30 years!


